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PLANS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF THE UNDERGROUND SPACE OF MOSCOW
Cities tend to widely employ their underground space whenever selection of the model of compact spatial development is
under discussion. There’s been growth in the complexity of approaches (“underground cities” of Canada and Japan), their planning, validity, consistency of implementation (master plans of underground areas of cities in Finland, the Netherlands, China,
Singapore, etc.).
Moscow still lags behind in terms of the scale and complexity of its “Urban Underground Space”, although the city has
everything in place to transfer its engineering and transportation facilities, social, scientific and industrial infrastructure under the
ground. Initial steps have already been made (The Concept for the Underground Space Development and Principal Trends for
the Underground Development of Moscow, parts of the City Master Plan for the period up to 2025 provide for the planned goals
in the underground development of each functional area).
However, new political and economic realities require a systemic consideration of the problem and improvement of conceptual approaches, as the underground space is an integral part of the developed area. In this regard, substantial reform of
the public administration in this area is necessary, first of all, in the field of spatial planning, as well as coordination of the underground planning with the adjacent sectors of the economic activity, adequate development of the system of legal, information
and other types of support, urban regulation and engineering research, primarily on the federal level. Successful fundraising
needs an adequate mechanism of assessment of the social and economic efficiency of development of the underground space
of cities.
Even if new territories are annexed to Moscow, the issue of underground development remains of vital importance. This is
a rare opportunity to address the ambitious task of creating a unique comfortable environment for Muscovites to assure the sustainable development of the territory according to the Urban Planning Code of the Russian Federation. Therefore, any amendment into the Master Plan of the city needs a differentiated assessment of expediency of any underground construction project in
each area under consideration, including the assessment of planning options and further selection of the most reasonable ones.
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